Rules for Quizzes and Exams

-- ALL CELL PHONES MUST BE TURNED OFF AND PLACED AT THE FRONT OF THE CLASS.

-- If you leave the room during a quiz or exam, you must hand in your paper and you will not be allowed to continue with the quiz or exam.

-- Your work must be ONLY your individual effort i.e. you are not to communicate in any way with another student.

-- You are not allowed to talk or whisper during the quiz or exam.

-- You must bring pencils, erasers and a calculator. Only ordinary calculators are allowed. You can NOT use a cell phone! Alphanumeric calculators (those that include written formulas in their display modes) are also NOT permitted. All formulae needed for an exam will be provided during the exam.

-- You may not use any electronic devices or any material such as text, notes, formula sheet, scrap paper, etc. All formulae needed for a quiz or an exam will be provided.